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I.

Quarterly Highlights


The NSEDC Board of Directors held its 2011 fourth quarter meetings in Nome,
Alaska, Jan. 31 – Feb. 1, 2012.



NSEDC administered its 2012 Energy Subsidy program, providing a $500 electric
utility credit to nearly 2,700 households in its 15 member communities. The program
contributed a total of $1.34 million toward resident’s utility bills.



NSEDC’s Board of Directors approved $647,342 in 2012 Outside Entity Funding
requests for 17 entities in member communities. The Board additionally approved
$100,000 in OEF funding for two proposals with regional impacts.



NSEDC’s Board of Directors approved $213,126 in funding for fisheries-related
projects in Nome and Elim.



Staff from NSEDC’s Fisheries Research and Development division were successful in
getting a proposal approved by the Alaska Board of Fish which should keep
commercial red king crab harvest guidelines in Norton Sound on par with recent past
seasons. Had the proposal not been approved, the harvest could have been cut by as
much as 50% despite a strong and healthy crab population.



NSEDC prevailed in a lawsuit brought by Nome resident Tim Smith over the 2009
election for the Nome representative to NSEDC’s Board of Directors. The judge sided
with NSEDC on all counts, firmly supporting NSEDC’s election practices and bylaws.



Norton Sound Seafood Products succeeded in finding a buyer for live red king crab
caught in the through-the-ice winter fishery in Norton Sound. This enabled NSSP to
offer resident fishermen the exceptional price of $6.50 per pound for their catch.



As of the end of the first quarter, 24 fishermen from six member communities had
earned nearly $70,000 for their harvests of Norton Sound red king crab.



The NSEDC Board of Directors approved plans to bring a floating processor to Norton
Sound this summer to allow for a commercial pink salmon fishery.



The U.S. Coast Guard granted NSEDC’s request for alternate safety regulations for
Norton Sound commercial fishermen operating skiffs. Qualifying vessels that adhere
to the alternate regulations will be exempted from the rule requiring immersion suits
for all onboard.



Sterling Gologergen was hired as the Community Benefits Coordinator during the
quarter. Sterling works out of NSEDC’s Nome office.
Casey Perkins was hired as a Fisheries Research and Development Senior Crew
Leader. Casey works out of NSEDC’s Nome office.
Donnie Miklahook from Savoonga attended the Alaska Young Fishermen’s Summit in
Juneau in mid-February. NSEDC sponsored the travel, registration and expenses for
Miklahook to attend the summit which covers a broad array of topics related to the
commercial fishing industry.
NSEDC’s pollock harvesting partner concluded its fishing operations for the A season,
harvesting 100 percent of NSEDC’s CDQ allocation for the A season.
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A total of 15 current residents of NSEDC member communities, one resident of
Shishmaref and a former member community resident who now lives in Anchorage
worked on the F/V Pacific Glacier, the F/V Alaska Ocean and the F/V Aleutian No. 1
earning a total of $176,191 in wages.



One hundred sixty residents of member communities were awarded scholarships
totaling $303,834.



Twenty-six residents of White Mountain and 15 residents of St. Michael participated
in three NSEDC-sponsored driver’s permit classes.

A. Outreach
NSEDC management and staff performed a number of outreach projects/activities during
the first quarter.


The NSEDC Board of Directors held its 2011 fourth quarter meetings in Nome,
Alaska, Jan. 31 – Feb. 1, 2012; these meetings were open to the public.



NSEDC Board of Directors notified residents of the 2011 fourth quarter meetings by
placing advertisements in the Nome Nugget.



NSEDC produced and mailed out its 2011 fourth quarter report to entities and
municipalities throughout the region. The report was also posted on NSEDC’s
website.



NSEDC staff was interviewed on KICY Radio about the Energy Subsidy.



NSEDC distributed notices and information regarding the energy subsidy via its
website, the Nome Nugget, KICY and KNOM radio stations, and community liaisons.
NSEDC staff and community liaisons personally signed up residents in each member
community for the subsidy.



NSEDC announced the recipients of the 2012 Outside Entity Funding grants via a
news release to the Nome Nugget and KICY and KNOM radio stations, as well as its
website.



NSEDC Education, Employment and Training Department staff attended and
presented information at career fairs in Unalakleet, White Mountain, Koyuk and
Shaktoolik. Staff also attended the UAF Northwest Campus College Goal Sunday
event in Nome.



NSEDC helped facilitate the election process for the Regional Aquaculture
Association by running an advertisement in the Nome Nugget, an announcement on its
website and distribution of information and nomination forms to Community Outreach
Liaisons.



NSEDC produced a newsletter which was sent out to every Post Office box holder in
its 15 member communities. The newsletter contained information on employment
and commercial fishing opportunities as well as updates on NSEDC programs and
administration.
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NSEDC distributed notification of new commercial fishing safety regulations and
exemptions granted to the Norton Sound fleet through a direct mail-out to permit
holders. The mail-out included paperwork that fishermen will need to carry as well as
instructions on using radio repeaters in the region.



NSEDC prepared and distributed promotional materials to regional restaurants that
serve seafood from Norton Sound Seafood Products. The promotional items encourage
patrons to order seafood harvested by Norton Sound resident fishermen.



NSEDC staff participated in fish dissections in Mrs. Nikki Scherer’s first-grade class
at Nome Elementary School. The biologists talked about fish anatomy and discussed
with students where they fish.



NSFR&D staff spoke with the Sitnasuak Native Corporation Lands Committee
regarding NSEDC’s salmon enhancement efforts



NSFR&D staff presented on NSEDC’s Clean Waters Program at the Norton Sound
Health Corporation Environmental Health Conference in Nome.



NSFR&D staff presented on salmon enhancement projects in the region at a
conference on rehabilitating salmon stocks in northern California



NSEDC Community Benefits Department staff participated in a small business
workshop in Nome, presenting information on the Small Business Initiative.



NSEDC staff presented information of the Consolidated Bulk Fuel program and the
Norton Sound commercial red king crab fishery during workshops attended by board
members and staff of all six CDQ groups during a gathering to celebrate the 20th
anniversary of the CDQ program.



NSEDC posted employment opportunities on its website, a popular e-mail distribution
list in Nome, The Nome Nugget, on KNOM radio and through liaisons several times
throughout the quarter.



NSEDC continued to update the organization’s web site (www.nsedc.com) from
which constituents can access quarterly reports, newsletters, applications, and
information regarding opportunities with NSEDC. News releases are issued on the
home page along with a news page.



NSEDC has Community Outreach Liaisons in 13 of its member communities with
Community Benefits Director Paul Ivanoff III serving Unalakleet and Community
Development Coordinator Sterling Gologergen serving Nome. The NSEDC liaisons
are sent informational fliers, applications, and other information to circulate within
their communities.
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B. Employment
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Employment Summary
Management/Administrative – Seventeen employees were employed by
NSEDC/NSSP at various offices in the region and thirteen employees were
employed at the administrative offices in Anchorage during the quarter.
CDQ Pollock – Glacier Fish Company paid wages to fourteen residents of
NSEDC member communities, one Shishmaref resident and one Anchorage
resident who were employed aboard the F/V Pacific Glacier and the F/V
Alaska Ocean during the quarter.
Community Breakdown:

9 employees from Unalakleet
1 employee from Shaktoolik
1 employee from Stebbins
1 employee from Teller
1 employee from Nome
1 employee from St. Michael
From non-member communities:
1 employee from Shishmaref
1 employee from Anchorage

NSSP Employment (does not include administration) – Five residents of
Norton Sound communities were employed during the quarter.
Community Breakdown: 1 employee from Unalakleet
4 employees from Nome
Other NSEDC Employment – Three residents of Norton Sound communities
and two from outside the region were employed during the quarter.
Community Breakdown: 1 employee from Unalakleet
2 employees from Golovin
2 employees from out of state
Other Fishing – Twenty-four fishermen delivered 10,727 pounds of winter
open-access Norton Sound red king crab to NSSP during the quarter.
Community Breakdown: 7 fishermen from Nome
5 fishermen from Elim
3 fishermen from Golovin
6 fishermen from Shaktoolik
1 fisherman from St. Michael
2 fishermen from Unalakleet
Four fishermen delivered 2,160 pounds of tom cod or other fin-fish to NSSP
during the quarter.
Community Breakdown: 2 fishermen from Golovin
1 fisherman from Shaktoolik
1 fisherman from Unalakleet
NSEDC
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One resident of NSEDC member communities worked aboard the Aleutian No.
1 in the Bering Sea.
Community Breakdown: 1 employee from White Mountain
NSEDC Community Outreach Liaisons – Thirteen residents held liaison
positions during the quarter.
Community Breakdown: 1 liaison from St. Michael
1 liaison from Stebbins
1 liaison from Shaktoolik
1 liaison from Koyuk
1 liaison from White Mountain
1 liaison from Brevig Mission
1 liaison from Teller
1 liaison from Wales
1 liaison from Diomede
1 liaison from Savoonga
1 liaison from Gambell
1 liaison from Elim
1 liaison from Golovin
Fisheries Technicians – Three fisheries technician positions either directly
employed or sponsored by NSEDC were held by Norton Sound residents
during the quarter.
Community Breakdown:
1 employee from Nome
1 employee from Unalakleet
1 employee from Shaktoolik
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Table 2
TRAINING DATA FORM
January 1 through March 31, 2012

People

Quarter
Expenditures

Year-to-Date
People
Expenditures

Scholarships
Post-Secondary

143

$270,834

143

$270,834

Vocational

17

$33,000

17

$33,000

Basic

51

$14,967

51

$14,967

64

$37,354

64

$37,354

15

$8,223

15

$8,223

290

$364,378

290

$364,378

Voc-Tech
Advanced

Other Training
Fisheries Related
CDQ Staff
CDQ Board
Other

TOTAL

Training Summary
One hundred sixty students received funding for post-secondary and vocational
education in the fourth quarter.
NSEDC’s Board of Directors and many staff members received training on the
concept of fuel hedging in relation to NSEDC’s Consolidated Bulk Fuel
program.
Twenty-six residents of White Mountain took a NSEDC-sponsored driver’s
permit class over two sessions in January and February. All participants passed
their driver’s test.
Fifteen residents of St. Michael took a NSEDC-sponsored driver’s permit class
in March.
Twenty residents of St. Michael participated in a NSEDC-sponsored net
hanging class in February.
NSEDC sponsored the attendance of one Savoonga resident to the Young
Fishermen’s Summit in Juneau in February.
Thirty-seven residents of Savoonga participated in a NSEDC-sponsored GPS
class in March.
Ten Unalakleet residents associated with the Native Village of Unalakleet
Elders Services participated in a NSEDC-sponsored CPR training in March.
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A total of five NSEDC/NSSP employees and one additional member
community resident received training in refrigeration mechanics (2), marine
safety instruction (3), and seafood production (1) during the quarter.
II.

Administration
A.

Board Activities
Board of Directors Meetings
The NSEDC Board of Directors held its 2011 fourth quarter meetings in
Nome, Alaska, Jan. 31 – Feb. 1, 2012.
The NSEDC Board of Directors held a special meeting March 19, 2012 in
Nome to primarily discuss and consider options before the North Pacific
Fishery Management Council to limit the number of chum salmon taken as
prohibited species catch in the Bering Sea pollock fishery. The Board also
discussed 2012 salmon operations, NSEDC’s Consolidated Bulk Fuel program,
and other items.

Substantial Decisions
A number of items and proposals were reviewed and approved by the NSEDC
Board of Directors (Board) during the first quarter including:

NSEDC



The Board approved $50,000 in funding for the Paul Johnson Memorial
Norton Sound 450 sled dog race in addition to the $20,000 previously
donated.



The Board approved the Community Review Committees’
recommendations for $647,342 in 2012 Outside Entity Funding (OEF)
for projects proposed by 17 entities which are spread throughout
NSEDC’s 15 member communities.



The Board approved $75,000 in regional OEF funding for the Nome
Volunteer Fire Department’s proposal to purchase equipment that can
be deployed to fight fires in regional communities outside of Nome.



The Board approved $25,000 in regional OEF funding for the Native
Village of Unalakleet’s proposal to provide elder in-home services in
the region’s southern communities.



The Board approved the City of Nome’s request for $193,000 to repair
its small boat harbor floats. The funding will come from NSEDC’s
shoreside infrastructure program.
2012 First Quarter Report – For Distribution
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The Board approved endorsing a combination of alternatives that were
before the North Pacific Fishery Management Council at its March
2012 meeting in regard to the prohibited species catch of chum salmon
by the pollock fleet. The Board favored a hard cap of 15,600 chum in
the June/July timeframe in addition to a season-wide cap of 125,000.
The Board also expressed its dissatisfaction with the NMFS’s analysis
of the impacts of the June State of Alaska Area M fishery on the return
of chum salmon to Western Alaska.



The Board approved entering into an agreement with Clipper Seafoods
for a processing vessel to help prosecute a pink salmon fishery in
Norton Sound in the summer of 2012. The Board also approved
additional transportation methods to be pursued in order to allow the
fishery to proceed.



The Board approved a three-year agreement with Delta Western for
transportation costs for NSEDC’s Consolidated Bulk Fuel program.
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III.

Harvesting Report
A.

CDQ Harvest Management

During the first quarter of 2012 NSEDC conducted a number of CDQ fishing activities
including the directed harvest of pollock, Pacific cod, yellowfin sole, rock sole,
flathead sole, arrowtooth flounder, halibut and opilio crab.
Pollock
In the first quarter the F/T Pacific Glacier and F/T Alaska Ocean completed
the harvest of 100% of NSEDC’s A season pollock quota (10,727 metric tons).
The A season harvest was fast and clean; the catch rates of pollock were high
while Chinook salmon bycatch was low. PBO fillet block prices have trended
downward to around $3,100 per ton. However, prices have strengthened for
other pollock products, including roe and surimi.
Pacific Cod
Overall, nearly half of NSEDC’s Pacific cod quota was harvested in the first
quarter. In the directed Pacific cod fishery the F/V Alaska Mist harvested 1,050
mt, the F/V Pavlof harvested 500 mt, and the F/V Aleutian Sable harvested 330
mt of NSEDC’s CDQ in the first quarter. The F/T Northern Glacier harvested
340 mt as bycatch. Prices are softening significantly due to the large supply of
Atlantic cod and the financial turmoil in Europe.
Yellowfin Sole, Flathead Sole, Rock Sole and Arrowtooth Flounder
In the first quarter the F/T Northern Glacier focused on CDQ rock sole,
harvesting 2,550 mt (85%) of the pool’s collective allocation. Halibut bycatch
was lower than anticipated and prices have remained strong. The pool of four
CDQ groups signed a three-year harvest agreement beginning in 2012.
Halibut
The season began March 17. NSEDC’s CDQ quota (Area 4D) was cut 34% to
99,662 pounds.
Opilio Crab
In the first quarter the F/V Aleutian No. 1 harvested 480,000 pounds of opilio
and the F/V Ramblin Rose harvested 400,000 pounds, the sum of which is over
half of NSEDC’s total CDQ opilio quota. About one-third of the quota was
contracted to be processed at Bering Fisheries, and the remaining quota with
Alyeska and Trident. Ex-vessel prices remain strong this year at $1.90, but are
expected to weaken later in the season.
B.

IFQ Harvest Management

During the first quarter, NSEDC managed fishing operations and the harvest of
individual fishing quotas (IFQs) in Aleutian Island golden king crab and opilio crab.
NSEDC
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Aleutian Islands Golden King Crab
The F/V Aleutian No. 1 completed the harvest of NSEDC’s Western Aleutian
Islands golden king crab in the first quarter, totaling 296,713 pounds. Exvessel prices remain as strong as 2011 at $3.50 per pound in Adak and $3.75
per pound in Dutch Harbor.
Opilio Crab
The opilio crab fleet has experienced difficulty harvesting crab this year due to
the unprecedented amount of sea ice in the Bering Sea. The Trident plant in St.
Paul was closed due to ice for several weeks and the opilio fishing grounds
have been completely covered with ice for several days at a time. The crab
fishing has been consistently good in the small areas that have been ice-free,
however, and over half of the overall opilio quota has been harvested. The fleet
remains confident they can catch the remaining quota without extending the
season, but that is a possibility if necessary. In the first quarter the F/V Arctic
Hunter, the F/V Tempo Sea, the F/V Bulldog, the F/V Baranof and the Sea
Boats collectively harvested over 50% of NSEDC’s 2,186,344 pounds of IFQ
opilio. Ex-vessel prices are around $1.90.
C.

Compliance/Enforcement

To the best of the CDQ Harvest Manager’s knowledge, there were no vessel or fishing
violations, illegal activities and/or fines or penalties imposed on vessels operating
under contract to NSEDC during the first quarter of 2012.

IV.

NSEDC

Board of Directors Jan. 1 – March 31 Meeting Minutes (Attachments 1 & 2)
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ATTACHMENT 1
2011 Fourth Quarter Meeting Minutes
January 31 – February 1, 2012
Nome, Alaska
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ATTACHMENT 2
Special Board of Director’s Meeting Minutes
March 19, 2012
Nome, Alaska
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